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Discernment and Planning Workshop 
 

Introduction 
 
1. Welcome to each of you to this workshop.   

• I am delighted that you could come here and I am delighted that this event is taking 
place.   

• You represent different parts of the mission of the Society of Jesus.  You are Jesuits; 
you are religious;  you are lay people; you are women and men – all coming here to 
help each other in the area of discernment and planning… and to help the Society of 
Jesus. Each of you has an expertise and has already been working in this area.  You 
have been facilitating groups…you have been working on Ignatian issues…you are 
bringing rich experience from different parts of the globe.   

• The invitation this week is to share that experience, learn from each other, and get 
ready to accompany a long, complex and exciting process of the entire apostolic 
body of the Society of Jesus.  

 
2. The Society is at a key moment in its history in a more complex world.   

• We have become a multicultural apostolic body. Look around you! We want to walk 
to an intercultural apostolic body to fulfil our “catholic” vocation. We want to walk 
together religious and lay people to incarnate the Church-people-of-God (Vatican 
II). 

• The Society across the world is facing key choices.   
• There are many calls. And yet, we Jesuits and our mission partners, cannot keep 

reaching out to an indefinite number of needs.   
• We have to make choices. That is why discernment in common is urgently needed. 
• Over many years we have been looking at our mission – for example our mission in 

faith and in justice (GC32).  Or our mission of dialogue with other faiths or cultures 
(GC 33). Our mission in reconciliation (GC 35 and 36).  We have been looking at 
the “what”. In fact, we have examined for so long the “what” of our mission that in 
some ways we have only few more to say.  

• But, now, we realise that how we do our mission and how we discern our mission is 
crucial. This last General Congregation asked us to focus on the “how”.  

 
3. Last Sunday we read in the Eucharistic Mc 1,29-391.  

• Jesus had an extraordinary apostolic success in Capernaum. All were excited. The 
temptation for his disciples was to stay there. Jesus, on the other hand, after the 
apostolic experience went to pray. We can say he made an Examen of the 
experience, as a first moment of the discernment about the next step. Jesus follow 

                                                        
1 And when they came out of the Synagogue, they went into the house of Simon and Andrew, with James and John. Now 
Simon's wife's mother was ill, with a burning heat; and they gave him word of her: And he came and took her by the hand, 
lifting her up; and she became well, and took care of their needs. And in the evening, at sundown, they took to him all who 
were diseased, and those who had evil spirits. And all the town had come together at the door. And a number, who were ill 
with different diseases, he made well, and sent out evil spirits; but he did not let the evil spirits say anything, because they 
had knowledge of him. And in the morning, a long time before daylight, he got up and went out to a quiet place, and there he 
gave himself up to prayer. And Simon and those who were with him came after him. And when they came up with him, they 
said to him, Everyone is looking for you. And he said to them, Let us go to other parts into the nearest towns, so that I may 
give teaching there, because for this purpose I came. And he went into their Synagogues in every part of Galilee, preaching 
and driving out evil spirits.  
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the Spirit and choose to go to other parts… a renovated mission, went to a new 
frontier if we use Fr. Nicolás language.  

• Maybe this can be our model as Society of Jesus to avoid remaining where we are 
comfortable, where we are used to, and we have an important apostolic success. We 
need to evaluate our apostolic engagement and go beyond in an Examen of our 
experience, thanking God for what He has been doing trough us make us available to 
move in a new direction He will show us to contribute to His action in this moment 
of Human history. A model that needs discernment in common. 

 
4. The Church, under the leadership of Pope Francis, desires to move forward in a more 

energetic and passionate way.  We want to move along with the Church as our vocation 
ask us. 
• To do that it must be in touch with the Spirit of God that leads it.   
• That Spirit animates all of creation, is present in each baptised Christian and is 

present even beyond and outside the Church. The Spirit “moves where he wills”. 
This week, listen to that Spirit in yourself and in others. We can help each other to 
listen – that is the beauty of discernment in common and of spiritual conversation. 

• Discernment is at the heart of this current papacy.  Pope Francis frequently speaks of 
it.  If you google the word ‘discern’ or look for it in the texts of Pope Francis, it is a 
word he uses all the time.  He knows the Church needs to develop this charism of 
discernment. You, here, are a privileged group, because you know a lot about it 
already.  How can we make it more available in the Church and how can we help 
Pope Francis, in fact, transform the Church?   

• Surely, it is by helping people to discern in their personal lives and by helping 
apostolates and communities to discern in common in apostolic lives.  We have the 
means. We just have to make it more available.   

• Yes, discernment in common can be complicated. There are many movements and 
reactions going on in a group and that makes things complicated. But, on the 
positive side, you can help me to listen and I can help you to listen. We can all help 
each other to listen better. 
 

5. Discernment  
• On a personal level has developed well over the last 40 years. The Secretariat here 

– known as the CIS – did a lot to promote this.  
• There has been growth in the area of personal retreats and spiritual accompaniment. 

We have become better at sharing about our faith and we have acquired a vocabulary 
to talk about the movements that occur within us.   

• Therefore, the invitation at this stage in our history is to develop discernment in 
common.  

• One of your tasks this week is to come up with the key principles, tools and 
methodologies for discernment in common.   

• That is not so easy since you come from different cultural backgrounds. But it is 
important.  If we get that common base, that common foundation, we can move 
forward.   

• I know there has been a concern about why discernment in common has not “caught 
on” in the Society. I think one reason is that it remained in geographical pockets (for 
example North America or France or Belgium or parts of Latin America). For this 
and other reasons, we have lacked a global methodology.  This has to change and 
my hope and desire is that the workshop this week will help to change it.   
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6. Another key issue is to link discernment in common with apostolic planning.  

• Sometimes, when it comes to planning, people tend to abandon discernment in order 
to “get practical”.  Discernment is somehow seen as too ‘spiritual’ or too ‘abstract’. 

• There is a fear that it will not produce results. We do of course need to be practical. 
However, we need to do so in a discerning manner.   

• Therefore, that is the challenge: putting together discernment in common with 
apostolic planning.  

• I ask you to look at this issue in the days ahead and to make sure that you achieve an 
integration.   

 
7. Let me talk now about resources.  

• There are many articles written on discernment in common in different languages. 
Each of my three predecessors (Fr Nicolás, Fr Kolvenbach and Fr Arrupe) wrote 
letters to the whole Society on it. And their encouragement was a great help.  

• There are also many resources about planning and about apostolic planning.  
• We want to bring those resources together and make them available. It is not enough 

if there are hidden in a library somewhere.  A resource bank online will be a real 
step forward. We are hoping to set up a website or launch a Moodle learning 
platform where this can happen.  

• The Office of Discernment in Common here has a key role to play in this, especially 
with its new Project manager. I ask for the collaboration of all of you in helping the 
Office here in that task. You can start this week and your role in putting that together 
will be key. 

 
8. We have tried to design this week in such a way that you will have a chance to go into 

things in depth and at the same time have a practical outcome. Because it is not just 
about coming here to the workshop. You are missioned to go out from this workshop and 
deliver training in discernment in common and apostolic planning around your different 
Provinces, Regions and Conferences. 
• The practical side involves working out the main principles and methodologies, 

starting a resource bank and, in the last two days, working with the Conference 
Presidents and also with the Regional Assistants in order to decide what the next 
steps will be after this workshop.  

• Those Skype calls with your Conference Presidents and the discussions with 
Regional assistants are essential and important. The President knows the Conference 
needs and the Regional Assistant knows well both our own desires here in the Curia 
and the local Regions.  

• Please profit from their expertise to make decisions on Friday about what your next 
steps will be. Don't leave here without some practical outcomes.  

 
9. In my letter of September 27, 2017 about the discernment in common, I outlined nine 

essential properties. I will only mention them to recall the letter you already know.  
• They include: 

ü Choosing the matter well;  
ü Knowing who should take part;  
ü Interior freedom;  
ü Union of minds and hearts;  
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ü Knowledge about how to discern;  
ü Prayer in common;  
ü Spiritual conversation;  
ü Systematic practice of the Examen;  
ü Establishing how the final decision is to be made.   
 

• All of them must be present, without exception. You could probably add a few more 
suggestions based on your own experience.  

• I hope that they can be a framework for your methodology going forward.  
 

10. In our Council meetings here and especially in the enlarged Council (Consiglio Allargato) 
we have been using the method of spiritual conversation.  
• We have found it very rich.   
• I hope that you can also use it here during your meetings2.     
• It is not a discernment in common but it is an essential tool – a kind of foundation - 

on which discernment in common can take place.  
• As I mentioned, we especially have to learn how to integrate it with planning. 

   
11. Again, I thank you for coming here this week.  

• I am looking forward to hearing the results of your meeting at the end of the week 
and hearing your advice to me and to my Council about how to move forward.   

• I thank the Steering Committee for organising this meeting and I thank each of you 
for coming.  
 

Please pray for me and be assured I will be remembering you and praying for you as you 
meet this week.  
 
 

Arturo Sosa, S.I. 
February 6, 2018 

                                                        
2 Frack Janin is an expert in it and will be able to explain to you in more detail. 


